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Background/Aims:
Infection causes significant morbidity and mortality in newborn infants. There is a real need for a reliable method of diagnosing infection using small neonatal blood samples.   We set out to investigate whether alterations in neonatal host RNA patterns in response to infection can be detected using microarray technology.  (48)
Methods
0.5ml-1ml of blood was obtained from infants suspected of having infection and from healthy control infants. RNA was extracted using the PAXgene blood RNA system.  Samples were run on CodeLink Whole Human Genome Microarrays. Normalised, validated microarray data was analysed to examine differences between control and infected samples. Functional annotation according to gene ontogeny and pathway analysis were performed.  (59)
Results
High quality RNA with mean RIN values of X, yields of Y were obtained.  Gene expression profiles were examined for 28 controls and 9 infected (positive culture or definite NEC) samples. 383 genes were identified as significantly differentially expressed between the groups (2-fold change and empirical Bayes p-value <0.05). See figure 1.  Functional annotation and pathway analysis of a subset of samples revealed that a notable proportion of the genes up-regulated in infected infants are mapped to host response to infection and immune response pathways such as the TNF and interferon pathways.  (92)
Conclusions
Sufficient high quality RNA for microarray analysis can be obtained from small neonatal samples. Differences in RNA expression profiles can be detected between infected and non-infected infants.  Such data may provide an alternative way for diagnosing infection in infants in the future.  Large-scale studies are required to explore this further.  (50)
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